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Define Aging and Disability Resource Centers 

Share experiences and lessons learned from other 
states 

Generate momentum for Delaware’s planning for 
and implementation of the Aging and Disability 
Resource Center (ADRC)

Purpose of Today’s Meeting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris Oakes contacted Greg Case at the Administration on Aging after DE did not received federal funding through CMS hospital discharge planning ADRC grant to ask about some other model because DE wanted to go ahead with an ADRC concept despite lack of federal funding. From our perspective, that is doable as on average the federal grants to begin ADRC are almost all gone now and programs are continuing and expanding and as you will see later on today, on average the fed grant money made up about 25% of the pilot site budget for an ADRC. 

So please ask questions as we go along…
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ADRCs are Sustaining and Expanding

198 ADRCs

In 43 Grantee

States &

Territories

Cover

38% of U.S.

Population

Population Covered in Original 43 Grantees

CT, MO, 

OR & NY 

also

established

ADRCs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
REPLACE MAP
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Technical Assistance Exchange
•

 

Technical Assistance 

 
Resources

Website
Resource Materials (e.g. 
Issue Briefs)
National Meetings
Weekly Electronic 
Newsletters
Grantee Surveys
Examples from the Field

•

 

Building a Grantee 

 
Community

Monthly 
Teleconferences/Web casts
Bi‐monthly Workgroup 
Teleconferences
On‐line Discussions
Electronic Bulletin Board

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need to add Boston College 

http://www.ncil.org/index.html
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We wanted to start out today by talking a little bit about what some of the speed bumps to accessing LTC are in Delaware. What are some of the system challenges you are hoping the ADRC will address?
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Why ADRC or Single Entry Point?

Navigating the system is difficult

With choice can come confusion

Consumers may never know what other options are 
available

ADRCs build consumer trust by enhancing individual choice, 

 supporting informed decision‐making and streamlining 

 access to services.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fragmented systems of I&R, access points, services, agencies, eligibility criteria and funding sources – navigating the system is difficult
The number of long term support service options has increased dramatically over last 2 decades – with choice can come confusion
A professional, friend or family member may refer an individual to one known service – consumer may never know what other options are available
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South Carolina Lt. Governor’s Office on Aging ‐

 

2003

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consumer – Empowered  - Consequences/Bi-Product of delivering services in a Silo
This survey was conducted as part of the NASUA grant the Office on Aging received in 2003.  USC (Dave Murday) conducted the survey and analyzed the data.  Four public forums were held across the state to receive additional input. 
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1990 –

 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

1999 – Olmstead Decision

2001 – New Freedom Initiative (NFI)

2003 –

 
Aging and Disability Resource Center Initiative

2006 – Older Americans Act Reauthorization

2006 – Choices for Independence

History of ADRC Initiative 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 1990, The ADA was signed into law…. READ slide bullets The President’s New Freedom Initiative was announced on Feb 1, 2001.  It was part of a nationwide effort to remove barriers to community living for people of all ages with disabilities and long-term care illnesses.  The NFI was a comprehensive plan to increase access by people with disabilities to assistive technology, education. Employment, transportation, etc.  Some of the grant programs established under the auspices of the NFI include Money Follows the Person grants, Real Choice Systems Change grants, Direct Service Worker grants, Promising Practices in Home and Community Based Services.   

In 2003, in a unique joint funding initiative, AoA and CMS issued the first grants to 12 states to establish Aging and Disability Resource Centers. The overall goal of the ADRC grants was to develop SEPs that would enable people to readily and effectively access information, assistance and supports to meet their long-term care needs. 
In 2006 the Older Americans Act was reauthorized and language was included in the bill at that time to support the Aging and Disability Resource Centers
Also in 2006, AoA began the Choices for Independence initiative focusing on enabling people to live in community and receive home and community based services.

1990 – Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
Public programs, services and facilities must be accessible to people with disabilities
1999 – Olmstead Decision
Services must be provided in the most integrated settings appropriate to individuals’ needs
2001 – New Freedom Initiative (NFI)
Increase access to community life, education, employment and participation for people with disabilities; grant programs established under auspices of NFI include Money Follows the Person, Real Choice Systems Change, Direct Service Worker and Employment initiatives.  
2003 – Aging and Disability Resource Center Initiative
Joint AoA/CMS funding provided to states; to develop single entry point systems enabling people to access long-term care assistance and support with obtaining services 
2006 – Older Americans Act Reauthorization
Authorized continuation of ADRC initiative
2006 – Choices for Independence 
An AoA initiative to continue national and state systems to enable people to live in communities
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In every community in the nation 

Highly visibleHighly visible and trustedtrusted places 

Serving people of all incomes and agesall incomes and ages

Providing information on the full rangefull range of long 
term support options 

A single point of entrysingle point of entry
 

for access to public long term 
 support programs and benefits.

AoA’s Vision for ADRCs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator:  When AoA and CMS developed the ADRC program they envisioned the following vision and purpose for the ADRCs, i.e., “To have… [READ slide].  

ADRCs are envisioned to serve people of all incomes and ages, which includes Seniors, People with Physical/Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities, Mental Illness and Veterans. ADRCs also serve:

Individuals who live in rural, frontier communities
Native Americans and Alaskan Natives and other ethnic groups (Hispanic, Asian, etc.)  
Individuals needing assistance during emergencies and disasters 

So, what are the characteristics of this vision?  ADRCs provide a seamless entry point to LTC services and supports.  By seamless we mean that consumers can call one number, come in to one organization, talk to one person and there begin the process of having their needs met. The ADRC has a high degree of visibility – the organization markets its services to the community it serves so that people know where to go and how to get in touch with people who can help them.  When people access the ADRC they can be assured that the information they receive about long term assistance and supports will be comprehensive and accurate, objective and reliable.  Information will be provided to them with the goal of empowering them to make the best decisions for themselves or family members whom they are seeking help.  The ADRC integrates aging and disability service systems so that people will have their needs met in one place. The ADRC develops formal partnerships with all of the key service systems that meet the needs of people with disabilities, the elderly and people of all incomes. 
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ADRC = Access Component

CMS Vision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vision and purpose of the ADRC program complements other initiatives sponsored by AoA and CMS (describe acronyms) that seek to achieve a service delivery model of “coherent systems management” that spans all the components necessary for consumers to live in community based settings.  This diagram shows the components of coherent systems management that are there to ensure that the consumer, living in the community, is surrounded and supported by a service system based on the philosophy of self direction and individual control.  
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Seamless system from consumer perspective

High level of visibility and trust

Proactive intervention into LTC pathways

Integration of aging and disability service systems

Formal partnerships across aging, disability and Medicaid 
agencies

All income levels served  

More a process than an entity

Defining Characteristics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most ADRC programs grew up out of agencies that provided I and R or organizations that work with specific target populations such as the elderly or people with disabilities. However, the combination of the following items is what truly makes an ADRC an ADRC. First, ADRCs seek to provide …   READ  

Seamless system from consumer perspective
Through IT investments, partnerships and coordination of eligibility processes
	High level of visibility and trust
	Proactive intervention into LTC pathways
40% of referrals to ADRCs from discharge planners, physicians and others who make decisions about transitions from institutional care to community-based care 
	Integration of aging and disability service systems
	Formal partnerships across aging, disability and Medicaid 	agencies
	All income levels served

However, the main thing to keep in mind is that an ADRC is more of a process than an entity
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Verizon commercial – the idea is when you sign up for Verizon cell phone service, you get this enormous network of people following you around making sure you get service and everything works.  This is how an ADRC should work – when someone walks into an ADRC, they may only see one or two people there, welcoming them in.  They don’t realize that by walking through that door, they are not just going to benefit from the individual advice and expertise of those one or two people.  They are actually getting the expertise and support of an entire network of people connected through the ADRC. ADRCs are about building and strengthening the network between people and organizations in the Long Term Supports and Services Field.

The take away message here is that partnership is not a secondary part of the ADRC. Without strong partnerships you are not an ADRC.  It’s what gets you from point A to point B.
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SEP Perspective from the Outside InsideInside

Presenter
Presentation Notes

This is an image of “One-Stop Access” linking to Home and Community Based Services, Nursing Homes, Public Programs, Private Services, Employment Services, Options Counseling, Health Promotion, and Peer Counseling.  From the outside perspective, it looks like a consumer can access all of these services from one organization – the one-stop access point.  From the inside perspective, there is a network of organizations coordinating to provide all the services.
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Effective ADRC partnerships

Regular communication
Written agreements
Written referral protocols
Co‐location of staff
Regular cross‐training of staff
Compatible IT systems
I&R resources are shared
Collaboration on client services
Client data are shared
Joint marketing and outreach activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator:  we have learned a lot about what effective partnerships in ADRCs look like.  They are characterized by…  READ SLIDE

On average states have 8-9 number of partners at the state level and 7-8 at the local level 
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AWARENESS
&

INFORMATION
ASSISTANCE

ACCESS

CONSUMER

ADRC Core Components
•

 

Awareness & Information
–

 

Public Education
–

 

Information on Options
•

 

Assistance
–

 

Options Counseling
–

 

Benefits Counseling
–

 

Employment Options Counseling
–

 

Referral
–

 

Crisis Intervention
–

 

Planning for Future Needs
•

 

Access
–

 

Eligibility Screening
–

 

Private Pay Services
–

 

Comprehensive Assessment
–

 

Programmatic Eligibility 

 
Determination

–

 

Medicaid Financial Eligibility 

 
Determination

–

 

One‐Stop Access to all public 

 
programs

Storefront Window 

Long Term Care

LTC Roadmap Seamless Access 
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Examples of Marketing Materials
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ADRC’s Best Strategies for Awareness

Target critical pathways

Advisory boards and coalition members serve as 
ambassadors

Advertisement through various media outlets and at multiple 
locations

Public service announcements (PSA) 

Presentations at senior centers, community and health fairs, 
exhibits at governmental events and functions, conferences

Publications/Websites 

Customer service 
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Effectiveness of Marketing Strategies

Documented increased number of contacts over time
On average, ADRCs report over a 300% increase in contacts 
after the first six months of operation

Observed increase in service provision since the ADRC opened

The number of new, diverse clients they are serving such as new 
target groups, private‐pay individuals, ethnic groups, etc.

Increases in referrals made to other organizations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do ADRCs know that their marketing strategies have worked?
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What is Options Counseling?

Long‐Term Support Options Counseling 

 is an interactive decision‐support

 process whereby consumers, family 

 members and/or significant others 

 are supported in their deliberations 

 to determine appropriate long‐term 

 support choices in the context of the 

 consumer’s needs, preferences, 

 values, and individual circumstances.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This definition was developed through a collaborative process of TA providers (the Lewin Group) and the National Association of State Units on Aging and input from the first round of ADRC grantees. The key words to remember here are decision support and counseling. 

One of the main questions surrounding the concept of options counseling and how to implement it in ADRCs has been “how it is different from information and referral/assistance?” One way to think about it is to focus on that concept of decision support….
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Aging and Disability Resource Centers in 
 Wisconsin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wisconsin Long-Term Care Options Counseling Video 
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Staff training on private services and public benefits 

Collecting some financial information from consumers to 
determine whether application is appropriate 

Assisting consumers complete applications, gather 
documentation, submit applications

Developing formal referral protocols with providers and 
partners

Data sharing ‐ Over 3/4 s of ADRCs can track consumers 
through system

Streamlining Access Strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Streamlining access to services involves activities at both state and local level.  At the state level, some of the activities that have been taken to facilitate streamlined access include READ Bullets   

Some ADRCs were positioned to integrate several screening and eligibility functions across programs with Medicaid and other entities, while others were more apt to streamline the process by closely coordinating with their partners. 
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Strategies
 

(cont)

Enhance telecommunication systems to allow for 
“warm transfers”

Co‐located functional (40%) and/or financial eligibility 
staff (25%) 

On‐line applications

Shortened or simplified application forms

Integrated assessment and eligibility forms (programs 
and populations)

“Presumptive” or “fast track” eligibility process for at‐
risk populations
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Virtual Tour: New Hampshire 
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Information and Referral 

Online Applications  

34 states with internet applications; 7 complete & submit online; 4 in process for online 
submission)

Client tracking 

Integrating IT/MIS databases among departments and across agencies 

Developing public websites (all ADRCs have some web presence)

Web‐based resource directories 

Online decision tools – 16 developed; 15 in development

Portable technology

Data entry & scanning documentation

8 states use laptops in the field; 3 use potable scanners and photography

Role of Information Technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use of IT has proven critical to ADRC functionality.  All kinds of data management systems have been used at ADRCs for…  [Read Slide] 

Strategies states have used for developing IT systems 
Different uses of IT (e.g., resource database, tracking clients and clients needs, data sharing) What IT enables ADRCs and consumers to do. 
Consumer slide and ADRC staff slide or bullet points. (Consumer and Staff perspectives) 
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Sustainability Happens

Over half of the 43 grantees passed legislation, 
developed executive guidance, and/or contributed 
state funds

Approximately $43M in financial support from public 
and private sectors for program development and 
expansion

New and unexpected partnerships have been 
developed to enhance program activities

ADRCs have been expanded to multiple pilot sites and 
statewide in many states

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Broader Community – Viewing ADRC as part of a larger state long term care systems reform effort
Infrastructure and procedure 
Staffing 
Partnership Viewing partnerships as essential part of all ADRC activities - not as separate activity
Leadership - Program champions at several levels 
Funding 




Selecting staff with considerable experience serving target populations and who share ADRC vision and values 
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“Thanks for going the extra mile. 
I was at the end of my rope in 

terms of what I could do for 
this client. It’s great to have 

an agency like yours to turn to 
when we’re out of options.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, ADRC have reported a high level of consumer satisfaction 
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“I never knew that this 
could be so easy and 
pleasant. I was 
expecting something 
far more bureaucratic 
and difficult!”
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" My mother is 85 years old 

 w/severe arthritis and 

 cannot take care of Dad's 

 personal hygiene, etc, as 

 well as she used to.

 
Your 

 agency has been wonderful 

 and a God send.

 
I would 

 truly recommend this 

 agency to all my friends 

 that have older parents.“
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“I don’t know how much 
you get paid, but it isn’t 
enough!

Presenter
Presentation Notes

  “My brother has never been happier in his life! Thank you so much!”
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Seamless system from consumer perspective

High level of visibility and trust

Proactive intervention into LTC pathways

Integration of aging and disability service systems

Formal partnerships across aging, disability and Medicaid 
agencies

All income levels served  

More a process than an entity

Defining Characteristics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most ADRC programs grew up out of agencies that provided I and R or organizations that work with specific target populations such as the elderly or people with disabilities. However, the combination of the following items is what truly makes an ADRC an ADRC. First, ADRCs seek to provide …   READ  

There are some of these things that you are strong in and some where you all will need to grow, so please remember that you are on this journey to creating the ADRC process in your state along with many peers in other states. Please use the technical assistance exchange for support along the way. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Screen shot of ADRC newsletter  
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www.adrc‐tae.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please take advantage of our trainings 
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adrc-tae@lewin.com
The Lewin Group
3130 Fairview Park Drive
Suite 800
Falls Church, VA 22042
Main: (703) 269-5500
www.lewin.com

The Lewin Group | Health care and human services policy research and consulting | www.lewin.com
3130 Fairview Park Drive, Suite 800 • Falls Church, VA • 22042 From North America, call toll free: 1-877-227-5042 • inquiry@lewin.com
The Lewin Group is an Ingenix Company.  Ingenix, a wholly-owned subsidiary of UnitedHealth Group, was founded in 1996 to develop, acquire and integrate the world's best-in-class health care 
information technology capabilities. For more information, visit www.ingenix.com. The Lewin Group operates with editorial independence and provides its clients with the very best expert and impartial 
health care and human services policy research and consulting services. The Lewin Group and logo, Ingenix and the Ingenix logo are registered trademarks of Ingenix. All other brand or product names are 
trademarks or registered marks of their respective owners. Because we are continuously improving our products and services, Ingenix reserves the right to change specifications without prior notice. 
Ingenix is an equal opportunity employer. Original © 2008 Ingenix. All Rights Reserved

http://www.lewin.com/
mailto:inquiry@lewin.com
http://www.ingenix.com/
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